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ICC: A blessing or curse for Africa? 

 

Harare – FOLLOWING the African Union (AU)’s Extra-

Ordinary Summit this October to consider possible withdraw-

al of 34 member states that ratified the Rome Statute estab-

lishing the International Criminal Court (ICC) which has been 

accused of bias against Africans, human rights experts have 

said that the international crimes court is “a blessing not a 

curse for Africa” despite its imperfections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speaking at the Africa Human Rights Day commemorative 

discussion hosted by the Zimbabwe NGO Human Rights Fo-

rum in Harare on Monday, October 21, 2013, human rights 

experts said the ICC was relevant in the face of most AU 

member states’ weak judiciaries and human rights frame-

works, as well as absence of regional courts that could be a 

last resort to rein in gross human rights violations. 

“The need for accountability to the ICC comes hot on 

the heels of national impunity,” the Director of 

Transparency International-Zimbabwe (TI-Z), Mary-

Jane Ncube, said. “By that I mean having failed to 

account at the domestic courts, there should be an-

other level of redress.” 

 

However, the discussants noted that the ICC needed to be 

reformed to deal with perceived bias against Africans by the 

court’s prosecution team, which has attracted negative labels 

from some critics who accuse it of “going on an African safari 

hunting Africans”. 

Dr Ibbo Mandaza, the Director of SAPES Trust, said the exist-

ence of the ICC as a court of last resort for gross human 

rights violations was “a blessing not a curse for Africa”, add-

ing that the weaknesses of the African states as inherited 

from oppressive colonial regimes contributed to prevalent 

human rights violations because of inherent systems of op-

pression, which necessitated reforms for the same states. 

“Until the African state is reformed human rights 

violations will remain part of its terrain,” Mandaza 

said, adding that the fact that the recent AU Summit 

met to discuss issues related to human rights pin-

pointed the need for democratic and institutional 

reforms, apart from revealing lack of progress on 

the doctrine of “African solutions to African prob-

lems”. 
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However, Mandaza said that some criticism against the ICC 

was warranted and went beyond Africa’s misgivings to other 

continents whose states did not ratify the Rome Statute, call-

ing on the ICC prosecution team and members of the United 

Nations (UN) Security Council to heed the complaints.  

 

Mandaza said the ICC should listen because the recent AU 

Heads of State and Government’s Summit in Ethiopia had re-

spected the relevance of the court by “deferring to it” through 

airing African concerns rather than pulling out. 

 

Dr. Terence Mashingaidze, Dean in the Faculty of Arts at the 

Midlands State University (MSU) said the quest for justice 

against massive human rights violations was a global issue, 

which necessitated an international framework, and “in some 

cases the international court remains the only resort.” 

 

However, Dr. Mashingaidze said the fact that some perma-

nent members of the UN Security Council, which refers cases 

to the ICC, did not ratify the Rome Statute made it difficult for 

other countries to “trust” the court, and raised the issue of 

making the Security Council more inclusive. 

“For as long as the UN Security Council is not repre-

sentative, it will affect the ICC,” Dr. Mashingaidze 

said. 

 

Dr. Mashingaidze added that there was a clash between ideo-

logies of ruling parties in Africa such as Zanu-PF’s concept of 

sovereignty and non-interference with the concept of interna-

tional justice, citing the Zimbabwean land reform case that 

was at the centre of the disbanding of the SADC Tribunal in 

2012. 

 

Dr. Mashingaidze said the destruction of such African frame-

works of international justice as the SADC Tribunal, made the 

claim of “African problems to African solutions” invalid. The 

tribunal was disbanded after making an unfavourable ruling 

against Zimbabwe’s violent land reform programme. 

 

Tafadzwa Mugwadi, a Social commentator at the Africa Hu-

man Rights Day commemorative discussion in Harare, said the 

African Union (AU) must pull out of the ICC and allow the con-

tinent to “evolve out of its own problems” at its own pace 

without interference. 

 

Rudo Magundani-Bere, a lawyer with the NGO Human Rights 

Forum said that the criticism against the ICC has never been 

mainly about the miscarriage of justice in the tried cases or 

the dragging of innocent people before the court, but the per-

ceived preoccupation with African cases by the prosecution 

team.  

 

In some cases, Magundani-Bere said, it was African govern-

ments that have referred the cases to the ICC because of lack 

of the capacity to prosecute as in the case of Uganda.  

 

The panelist said that the ICC system benefited African citi-

zens to access justice. 

“Everywhere in the world where violations happen on 

a massive scale it is civilians who bear the brunt of 

serious crimes committed in violation of international 

law,” Magundani-Bere said. “If you listen to those 

who complain against the ICC, I have never heard 

someone who said there has never been any human 

rights violation in their countries.  

“The question is that they do not want them prose-

cuted and it is the civilians who suffer.” 

 

Amid a chorus by the audience at the discussion that the ICC’s 

relevance to Africa should be seen through the eyes of and 

felt through hearts compassionate to African victims than the 

discomfort of the African leaders, one unidentified attendant 

defended the ICC thus: “It is the presidents who do not want 

the ICC, we want it.” 

 

Dr Ibbo Mandaza 
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Harare – WITH corruption being one of the biggest challenges facing Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe’s seventh term in 

office which began in August 2013, earlier utterances by him as well as recent ones by Mines and Minerals Minister Walter 

Chidhakwa that there is no evidence to substantiate most corruption allegations have been rejected by civil society organisa-

tions that suspect there is a lack of political will to fight corruption. 

 

Despite government officials having been accused of corruption following the poisoning of hundreds of elephants in the Hwan-

ge National Park in October, the failure by Treasury to get projected revenue from diamonds and after top government offi-

cials’ divorce cases unearthed vast wealth over the past four years, and despite the abuse of the War Victims Compensation 

Fund in the late 1990’s - President Mugabe has maintained that there is no evidence to substantiate most of the corruption 

allegations.  

 

Mugabe’s recent accusations that ex-Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation (ZMDC) chairperson Goodwills Masimiremb-

wa had asked for US$ 6 million bribe from Ghanaian investor William Atto Esssien seemed to depart from his earlier assertion 

during the Inclusive Government (IG) that vast wealth in the hands of his henchmen was not an evidence of corruption, whilst 

challenging people to present the evidence. 

 

 

In October, Minister Chidhakwa, whose Mines and Minerals 

portfolio has been under pressure to deal with corruption in the 

diamond sector, apparently joined Mugabe in bemoaning lack of 

evidence to punish corrupt officials. 

“The problem with corruption, including in the mining 

sector,” Chidhakwa said, “is that people will tell you that 

there is a lot of corruption, but when you ask them for 

evidence of that corruption you find it is very difficult to 

get.” 

 

 

 

Civil society threw the blame back to government, saying it had failed to protect whistleblowers, capacitate the corruption 

investigating institutions such as the Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission (ZACC), reform the Zimbabwe Republic Police 

(ZRP) to cut ties with the ruling party politicians, explore all frameworks available to get witnesses to speak, and that the ruling 

party sometimes protected its officials. 

 

Transparency International – Zimbabwe (TIZ) Director Mary-Jane Ncube said the issue of bringing out evidence was the work of 

law enforcement institutions, and in cases where full-throttle investigations had not been carried out it would be “premature 

to say there is no evidence.”   

“There should be transparency in how the investigations are done,” Ncube said, “and the public must be informed of 

the steps and expertise employed in the investigations.” 

 

Civil society skeptical about ‘no evidence of corruption’ 

excuse 

Mines and Minerals Minister Walter Chidhakwa  
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Turning to difficulties which might be encountered where for-

eign witnesses are involved as in the case of Ghanaian investor 

Essien who is believed to have given US$ 6 million to ex-ZMDC 

chairperson Masimirembwa, Ncube said there were interna-

tional frameworks which needed to be explored to enable for-

eign witnesses to give evidence. 

“Zimbabwe is a signatory to the UN Convention 

Against Corruption which allows other countries to 

assist in investigations,” Ncube said. 

“Under such frameworks of cooperation against cor-

ruption, as well as those of the African Union, it is pos-

sible to go to Ghana and get assistance from the Gha-

naian police to interview the witness if he cannot 

come to Zimbabwe. 

“There is also room for the investor to be extradited to 

Zimbabwe to give evidence. 

“We would like to see those processes exhausted be-

fore we can say that there is no evidence.” 

 

Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC) Spokesperson Thabani 

Nyoni said there was need to strengthen corruption-fighting 

mechanisms to get to the bottom of corruption allegations. 

“The people of Zimbabwe continue to wait for the day 

when our government shall genuinely adopt an ac-

countable and transparent governance framework,” 

Nyoni said, “where allegations of corruption are not 

dismissed by the President or his ministers but are 

investigated by responsible institutions such as the 

police and the Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission. 

“If President Mugabe and his ministers have nothing 

to hide, we challenge them to allow due process of an 

independent investigation by an independent body to 

investigate and establish if indeed there is no evidence 

to most of the allegations that are being made.” 

Michael Mabwe, the secretary of the National Association of 

Non-governmental Organisations (NANGO), said the claim by 

government that it could not lay hands on evidence was not 

sincere. 

“Where there is genuine suspicion that corrupt activi-

ties have been undertaken, government has the neces-

sary manpower and resources to trigger a process that 

will lead us to say there is no evidence or not.” 

 

Mabwe said the lack of political will and the desire to protect 

each other by government officials could be behind failure to 

rein in corruption. 

Michael Mabwe 

The Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition is a broad based civil society network of over 72 active members comprising churches, women’s groups, social 

movements, residents associations, labour unions, human rights lawyers, and health professionals. It was formed in August of 2001 to focus on democracy, 

human rights, good governance and sustainable development issues – working locally, regionally and internationally.  


